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Measuring your windows for Fly Screens 
What to measure and how to measure it 

 Measuring your windows for Easy Fly Screens is... well.. Easy! 

Just follow these simple instructions: 

1.  Please take all measurements in centimetres 
2.  Make sure you have a flat frame of at least 2cm on both sides of the window as well as at 

the top and bottom. 
3. We simply require two measurements (height and width) which you can input on the 

website to make your purchase. 

Width = The full width of the window including the static frame on both sides in centimetres 

Height = The full height of the window including the static frame top and bottom in centimetres 

Jot your window sizes down below. Select the sizes from the drop down lists on the website. 

Window Window Width (cm) Window Height (cm) 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   
  

Refer to the images below to see where to measure to: 

Where Height plus width = up to (and inc) 140cm you require a small fly screen 

Where Height plus width = 141cm - 190cm you require a Medium fly screen 

Where Height plus width = 190cm - 280cm you require a Large fly screen 

Where Height plus width = 280cm - 400cm you require a Extra Large fly screen 

Remember at least one of the height or width must be no more than 174cm due to the width of 
roll we use, there is no restriction on the other dimension. 
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Measure both width and height including the static frame of the window. Also see second image 
below. 
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This image shows the points at which you would measure from for the width and height of the 
windows. 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact us on 01526 833660 or email us on 
info@easy-flyscreens.co.uk  


